How to Schedule a Test Drive
WeDrive gives you a new and exciting way to experience
WHILL Personal EV test drives across the U.S.

Find the Perfect Community Driver
Sign up for WeDrive then search through our
network of Community Drivers across the U.S. for
one near you. Search by city, zip code, or filter
Community Drivers by device configuration.

Book a Test Drive
Check the Community Driver’s Personal EV
configuration to ensure it meets your needs, then
put in a request by messaging them. It’s
completely free and convenient.

Experience WOW! Moments
During your test drive you’ll notice yourself
thinking “I didn’t know that could be done!” and
saying “WOW!” And to cap off an amazing
experience, you’ll receive 5% off the purchase of
your own WHILL Personal EV!

Find a Community Driver
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Why you’ll love becoming a
Community Driver
Extra Income
From taking that dream trip to splurging on a Michelin star meal, use the
extra income to fuel your passions.

Build Community
Connect with others who share your passion for technology, design,
accessibility, and more. There are always opportunities to learn from and
encourage each other.

Flexibility
You decide when you want to offer test drives and how long it will be.

How to become a Community Driver
Create a Listing
Start by signing up and creating a listing (takes less than ten minutes!).
You’ll fill out a description and upload photos. Your listing helps guests get
a sense of who you are and what they can expect on your test drive. We
provide a listing format to make it even easier.
Note: At this time, only verified WHILL Personal EV owners are able to post
test drive listings. However, in the future, non-WHILL Personal EV owners
will be allowed to post test drives.
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Test Drivers Find Your Listing
You’ll get a test drive inquiry and message from an interested party. Inplatform messaging capabilities allow you to securely get to know the
interested party and schedule a test drive.

Test Drive Day
Meet the test driver at your location of choice. Start with the basics then
take them on your defined test drive course. Along the way, share your
stories and experiences of owning a state-of-the-art WHILL Personal EV.
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